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In this paper we give an algorithm for the Hitchcock transportation problems (HTPQ). The algorithm de-

scribed below has been studied in connection with "Network transportation problems with quadratic costs functions 

(NTQ)" by I. Takahashi and "Algorithms for optimal allocation problems having quadratic objective function (APQ)" 

by authors. Takahashi proposed a procedure which involves successively minimizing the Lagrangian with respect to each 

of its dual coordinates. We investigated the fact that the algorithms for APQ can be used for maximizing procedure in 

NTQ and studied APQ in detail. We consider the application of algorithms proposed by authors to solving HTPQ. In 

particular we give several examples of relatively large-scale (3000-20000 variables) problems with computalional times 

(1-10 sec. on a HlTAC M-ISO computer for these large-scale problems). 

1. Introduction 

Hitchcock transportation problems with quadratic costs (HTPQ) are fre

quently used to model transportation systems [7]. [9] and energy systems [2]. 

[4]. The use of quadratie cost functions has been especially important in 

these models. 

In this paper we givE~ an algorithm for HTPQ. The algorithm described 

below has been studied in connection with "Network transportation problems 
'. 

with quadratic cost functions (NTQ)" by Takahashi [11] and "Algorithms for 

optimal allocation problems having quadratic objective function (APQ)" by 

authors [10]. Takahashi proposed a procedure which involves successively 

maximizing the Lagrangian with respect to each of its dual coordinates. We 

investigated the fact that the algorithm for APQ can be used for maximizing 

procedure in NTQ and stud:,ed APQ in detail. 

We shall consider here the application of algorithms proposed in [10] to 

solve HTPQ. Comparing with [11]. our treatment is a restriction in the 
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Quadratic Cost Hitchcock Transportation 171 

sense that the HTPQ is a special problem of NTQ. However, it is an extent ion 

upon which the, upper bound constraits on the variables is imposed (this con

straint is essential for practical applications) and the efficient systematic 

algorithm for maximizing the Lagrangian is given (only a graphical algorithm 

is given in [11]). 

Such problems can of course be solved by the general quadratic progra.m

ming algorithms [6]. But the algorithm proposed here takes advantage of the 

specially simple nature of the constraints. It is also iterative in nature 

but whose computational requirements are significantly less than the general 

quadratic programming algorithms. m-sources and n-destinations problems 

require repeated solution of (m+n) linear search problems with respect to 

one variable. This is especially important for large-scale problems where 

the number of arcs (mxn) is usually much greater than the number of nodes 

(m+n) • 

2. Problem Formulation 

HTPQ: 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

Consider the HTPQ as follows. 

minimize 

subject to 

f(x)= t.: t.: f .. (x . . )= t.: t.: (a .. +b .. x .. )x .. 
iEM jEN ~J ~J iEM jEN ~J ~J ~J ~J 

L: x .. =A., iEM, 
jEN ~J ~ 

L: x .. =B ., j EN, 
iEM ~J J 

x . . EC . . =[Z. .. , d .. ], all iEM, jEN, 
~J ~J ~J ~v· 

where M={j,2, ... ,m}, N={1,2, •.• ,n} and O<l. .. <d .. , b .. >O for all iEM, jEN. 
~J ,~J ~J 

Put C= 1T C. " 
i,j ~J 

In the terminology of the electric power dispatch problem [2], [4], the 

i represent power generating units, the j represent periods, and x .. reprl~-
~J 

sents active power generations generated by the i-th unit in the j-th period. 

The constraint (2.3) expresses the active power balance equation neglecting 

losses in the j-th period. The constraints (2.2) and (2.4) express the fact 

that the power generated by the i-th un:lt over the planning periods must 'be 

limited to A. and each unit output remained within permissible limits, re·-
~ 

spectively. 
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172 A. Ohuchi and 1. Kaji 

We assume that 

nm. 2:, m+n.. 

L B. and m,n 2:, 2. 
jEN J 

Assuming m,n 2:, 2, we have 

3. Method of Solution 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Define the Lagrange function and its dual function associated with HTPQ. 

J,(X,A,fl)= L :: {(a .. +A.-fl.)x .. +b . .x~.}+ L B.fl.- L A.A., 
iEM jcN 1-J 1- J 1-J 1-J 1-J jEN J J iEM 1- 1-

D(A, fl)=min J,(x" A, \1) , 
XEC 

where A and fl are the Lagrange multipliers for the constraints (2.2) and 

(2.3), respectively. Since the Lagrange function J,(x,A,fl) is separab1.e, the 

x . . sC .. minimizing the J,(X,A,fl) is given by 
1-J 1-J 

(3.3) <X . . (A. , fl .) >=< (p .-A .-a . . ) /2b .. > 
1-J 1- J . J 1- 1-J 1-J 

and the dual function D O.,fl) is written as 

(3.4) 
2 

D(A,fl)= L L {(a .. +A.-fl·)<X .. (A.,fl.»+b .. <x .. (A.,fl.» } 
isM j EN 1-J 1- J 1-J 1- J 1-J 1-J 1- J 

+ L B.fl.- L A.A., 
jsN J J isM 1- 1-

where brackets symbol <x .. (A.,fl.» means 
tJ 1- J 

(3.5) 
{ 

l . . , 
1-J 

<x . . (A.,fl.»= x .. (A.,fl.), 
1-J 1- J 1-J 1- J 

d . . , 
1-J 

if x .. (A.,fl.)<l.. 
1-J 1- J = 1-J 

if l.. <x .. (A • , fl .) <d .. 
1-J= 1-J 1- J = 1-J 

if d .. <x . . (A. fl.) 
1-J= 1-J 1-• J 

Now we can summarize the algorithm as shown in Fig. 1. The proof that 

* * this general algorithm converges, i.e., that the sequence (A , fl ), thE! 

optimal dual solution, can be found in [3]. The main part of the algorithm 

is the coordinatewise maximization process which finds the maximal point of 

D(A,fl). In the next section, we will discuss this procedure in detail. 

4. Maximization Procedure of D(A,fl) 

From the definition of bracket symbol and (3.3), existence of the par

tial derivatives of D(A,fl) with respect to A. and fl. are guaranteed. ([5], 
1- J 

[11], [12]) Then coordinatewise maximization of D(A,fl) can be performed by 
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solving the equation dD(\,]J)/d\ .=0 or (lD(\,]J)/d]J .=0, Le., 
~ J 

(4.1) dDO.,]J)/d\.= L «]J.-\.-a . . )/2b .. >-A.=0, 
~ jSN J ~ ~J 'l-J ~ 

or 

(4.2) dDO,]J)!dl1.=- L «]J.-L-a . . )/2b .. >+B.=O 
J isM J ~ ~J 'l-J J 

Thus the following equation are obtained on refering to (3.3). 

(4.3) L <x .. (\ . ,]J .) >=A . , 
jsN ~J ~ J ~ 

or 

(4.4) L <x .. (\.,]J.»=B .• 
isM ~J ~ J J 

Let 8(\.) be the left hand side of (4.3) and 8(]J.) be the left hand side 

~ ° ° J of (4.4). Define the linear function 8 (\.) and 8 (]J.) by deleting the 
~ J 

brackets in the left hand side of (4.3) and (4.4), respectively. 

° 8 (L)= L x .. (L,]J.), 
~. jsN ~J ~ J 

(4.5) 

° 8 (p.)= L x .. (L,l1.). 
J jsM ~J ~ J 

(4.6) 

Put <P(\.)=80U.)-8(\.) and <j>(]J .)=80 (]J .)-8(]J .). 
~ ~ ~ J J J 

We shall consider various properties of 8(\.) and 8(]J.) in the next 
~ J 

section, Le., we shall give 4 Lenunas which can be used for constructing 

efficient algorithms. We shall only shcw this for the case of 8 (]J .), as If 
J 

Lemmas are also hold for 0(;\.) by only performing variable transformation 
~ 

\ .=-]J .• 
~ J 

4.1 Properties of 8(]J.) 
J 

Let a~=.~.+a .. +2b .. l.., i3~=;\.+a .. +2b .• d .. for all isM, (i=maxa~, 
~ ~ ~J ~J ~J ~ ~ ~J ~J 1-J i ~ 

i 
D·efine a new sequence {~I "1.;=a{ or S{} out of a's and S' s such 

that ~<~< ... <~ (p~2m). If one or more a~ or S~ are same value, they are 
~ 1-

considered as identical. Note that a~<r\~ holds for all isM since O<l. .. <d .. , 
~ ~ = ~J 1>J 

and p=2m if all a's and S's are different. 

Put r~=[rf, ~+1]' then there are three possible cases in relation w:Lth 
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174 A. Ohuchi and l. Kaji 

rj 

(4.7) 
j S~] n rj = { {}l {y{+l} [a . , or 
1- 1- k k 

We define the index set A
j 

associated with r j 
k k' 

(4.8) A~={i I [ai, Si] :l r~}. 

For simplicity, we shall drop the superscript j in the following discussion, 

i.e., ai=a~, Si=S~, a=a
j

, S=sj, Yk=~' rk=r~ and Ak=A~ 

As it is easily seen that the function 0(\1.) is a non-decreasing piece-
J 

wise linear function with the vertices {Yk}' we write the equation of t.he 

linear function on rk as Yk=h k\1j+Ck . hk and ck are determined by the index 

sets Ak,Ak and Ak ' 
a S 

(4.9) h = l: 
k . A 

1-EHk 

1/2b .. ":;k=- l:(A.+a .. )/2b .. + l: 
1-J • A 1- 1-J 1-J • A 

1-EHk 1-EHk 
a 

l .. + l: dij , 
1-J iEAk 

S 

We can apply the Lemnas in [10] for 0(\1.). The reader can refer to [10] 
J 

in detail proof. 

Lel11l1a 1. 

\+l={\LJ I a }-I,3' k=1,2, ••• ,p-1. 

(4.10) or 

Ak={Ak+1-Ia } UI 3 , k=p-l, ••• ,2,1, 

where Ia={ilai=Yk+l}=A~ nAk+1 and I S={ils:z:=Yk+1 }=Ak IIA~+l 

Lemma 2. 

Lemma 3. If a<S, th<,m there exists a single subinterval rk=[a,S] such 

that ~(\1j)=O, for all \1jEl k . Otherwise if a~S, then there exists a single 
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0. such that ~(0.)=o 
J J 

and 8<0.<0,. 
=< J= 

Lemma 4. 8 (]J.) is a monotone increasing piecewise-linear convex func<
J 

175 

tion for Yl;;;Yj~8, and is a monotone increasing piecewise-linear concave func-

tion for a<]J.<y . 
=rp 

4.2 HB algorithm for coordinatewise maximization 
Although several algorithms proposed in [10] can be applied to the 

coordinatewise maximization of D(A,]J) with respect to A. or ]J., we apply the 
1., J 

HB algorithm. Because the computational results in [10] show that the HB 

algorithm is efficient. The algorithm RH is summarized as follows. 

begin {algorithm for the equation 8(]J .)=B.} 
J J 

end· 

obtain a current solution ]J~ by using appropriate approximating funct:lon 
J 

of 8 (]J .) . 
J 

purpose); 

(properties discussed in section 4.1 can be used for this 

determine the sub interval r
k 

and corresponding index set Ak such that 
o r k3]Jj; 

solve the equation hk]Jj + Ck=Bj ; 

When the binary search algorithm [1] is used for searching r
k 

which 

includes ]J~, the number of searched subintervals is at most O(Log
2 

2m/2) 

=O(Log2 m), so O(nLog
2 

m + mLog2 n) for all A'S and ]J's in the worst case. 

5. Remarks fo'r' Implementing the Algorithm 

The algorithm in Fig. 1 includes two kinds of iteration processes. One 

of them (inner loop) is to obtain solution for coordinatewise maximization, 

Le., to solve the equation 8(A .)=A. or ci(]J .)=B .• 
1., 1., J J 

The other (outer loop) is to iterate the inner loop until satisfying 

the convergenc,~ conditic~. The number of iterations of the outer loop might 

strongly depend upon initial solution and convergence condition. We shall 

here consider about initial solution and convergence condition. 
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176 A. Ohuchi and 1. Kaji 

begin {algorithm for HTPQ} 

begin {maximizing the D(z) by coordinatewise maximization} 

end 

o 0 0 
choose initial z =(zl •...• zm+n); 

k:=O; 

repeat k:=k+l 

for j:=l to m+n do 

k k k-l k-l k 
maximize the D(zl .... Zj_l.Zj.Zj+l ... ,zm+n). let Zj be the solution; 

Zj 

until satisfy the convergence condition 

substitute the optimal z* into (3.3) to obtain the optimal x: 

end 

General description of the algorithm for HTPQ, where the notation 

Fig. 1 

5.1 Initial solution 
Three alternatives can be chosen for obtaining initial solution. First, 

o arbitrary values can be used for initial solution Z , for instance, 
o 

Z =(0 •...• 0). Secondly, as seen in Section 4.1. the solution to the follow-

ing simultaneous linear equations of m+n unknowns will give better solution 

than arbitrary values. 

(5.1) o o (A.)= I: (].J.-~.-a .. )/2b .. =A., iEM, 
'l- j EN J 'l- 'l-J 'l-J 'l-

o o (].J .)= I: (].J .-A.-a •• )/2b .• =B., jEN, 
J iEM J 'l- 'l-J 'l-J J 

(5.2) 

If we write (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) as matrix form 

(5.3) F(X)=XIBx + ala:, 
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(5.4) Gx=h. 

x is an mn x 1 (column) vector, B ls an mn x mn positive difinite and 

diagonal matr:lx whose non-zero elements are b . . 's, a' is a 1 x mn, h is an 
1-J 

(m+n) x 1. G is an (m+n) x mn matrix as follows: 

I Z 

I2 

(5.5) G= 

I m 

E:r E2 E m 

177 

where, Ii is an n x 1 row vector having unity as a value for each component, 

Ei is an m x n identity matrix. 

h is an m+n column vector such that h'=(A13 ••• , Am' B13 ••• ,B
n

). 

Then (5.1) and (5.2) can be rewrite as follows: 

(5.6) Qz=e, 

where, 

(5.7) 
-1 

c'=a'B G' + 2h', and Z=(A,~). 

We can easily show that the rank of Q, r(Q), is m+n-l. In fact, 
-1 

r(GB G')~ m+n-l, since r(G)=r(G')=m+n-l and B is positive definite. Arbi.-

trary minor in Q of order m+n-l, !Q!m+n-l' is diagonally dominant, Le., 

m+n 
q .. > L q . . and strict inequality is hold for L~i~m. Applying the Gershgorin' s 

H=j=L 1-J 

Hi 
theorem, we obtain !Q!m+n_l>O. Hence, r(Q)=m+n-1.[8] Furthermore, as Q is a 

real symmetric matrix, we can apply several efficient algorithms for 

simultaneous linear equations with positive definite Hermitian coefficient 

matrices to (5.6), such as Choleski decomposition technique. [8] 

Thirdly, a hybrid of the 

~.=O), then solve eq. (5.6). 
J 

Computati.onal results by 

section. 

two is considered. That is, set all )...=0 (or 
1-

The solution can be used for initial solution. 

these three methods will be shown in the next 
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5.2 Convergence condition 
k 

The convergence condition for the algorithm termination is ID(z )-

k+l I D(z ) <E. for small E>O. From the stand point of numerical analysis. the 

following condition is recommended. 

(5.S) 

As shown. above. the average number of outer loop iteration is O(mLog n 

+ nLog m). If the algorithm need I times outer loop iterations. the total 

amount of computation is '){I(mLog n + nlog m)}. I. however. depends on E. 

6. Computational Results 

The algorithm developed above was coded in FORTRAM IV on a HITAC H-1SO 

computer. The algorithm was tested with 144 randomly generated problenls. 

These types of the problems were solved. The parameters l .. and d . . were 
1.J 1.J 

generated as uniform random numbers distributed over the interval [0.100]. 

and l .. <d " for all i. j. The parameters a . . and b .. were randomly generated 
1.J 1.J 1.J 1.J 

from four uniform distributions: (1) O<a . . <10. O<b . . <1. (2) O<a .. <5. 
= 1.J= 1.J= = 1.J= 

o<b . . <2. (3) O<a . . <2. O<b . . <5. (4) O<a . . <1. O<b . . <10. In case (1) or (2). 
1.J= = 1.J= 1.J=' = 1.J= 1.J= 

the objective functions were chosen as to be nearly linear. in case (3) or 

(4). the non-linear terms tend to dominate. 

The demands and supplies were generated as follows: 

A .=2: l . . + 2: (d .. -l .. ) x h. 
1. j 1.J j 1.J 1.J 

B .=2: l .. + 2: (d .. -l..) x h. 
J i 1.J i 1.J 1.J 

where h=O.l. 0.2 •...• 0.9. 

Three algorithms. A. Band C. were compared. The A started from the 

initial solution obtained by setting A=)l=O. the C started from the initial 

solution obtained by solving the simultaneous linear equations considered in 

previous section and the B employed a hybrid method of the two. 

One hundred and fourty four problems were solved using the random data 

mentioned previously. The resul ts are shown in Table 1. The following 

observations were made from Table 1. For the simplicity of explanation. 

letters A. Band C are used to distinguish the used algorithms. For example. 

T(A) and I(B) stand for t.otal cpu times by algorithm A and number of outer 

loop iterations by algorithm B. respectively. 

(1) In every case. the solution time was within 12 sec. (T(A)<ll sec •• 

T(B)<7 sec. and T(C)<12 sec.). 
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Table 1. Computational results 

Problem Algorithm A Algorithm B** Algorithm C 
m x n case 1* T* ST* I T ST T2* I T ST Tl* T2 Tl/T, (%) 

(I) 

(Il) 

(Ill) 

(IV) 

40 1 22 2.87 0.29 17 2.28 0.3i' 0.01 12 1. 94 0.18 0.29 0.01 

2 22 3.19 0.47 15 2.11 0.32 0.01 13 2.03 0.20 0.29 0.02 x 

80 3 21 2.83 0.41 15 2.01 0.36 0.01 13 2.01 0.18 0.30 0.02 

4 23 3.24 0.37 16 2.14 0.30 0.01 13 1. 97 0.19 0.28 0.02 

60 1 14 4.28 0.54 10 2.82 0.45 0.02 8 3.32 0.30 0.97 0.04 

2 ;15 4.45 0.45 10 2.83 0.44 0.02 8 3.37 0.32 0.97 0.05 x I 

120 3 13 4.29 0.46 10 2.72 0.45 0.02 8 3.39 0.32 0.98 0.05 

4 15 4.54 0.47 10 2.89 0.5C 0.02 8 3.26 0.33 0.96 0.05 

80 1 12 6.62 0.69 9 4.94 0.82 0.03 8 6.75 0.44 2.28 0.10 

2 : 13 7.27 0.86 9 4.90 0.76 0.03 9 6.85 0.42 2.31 0.11 x 
115 160 3 7.77 0.41 12 6.31 1. DC 0.03 8 6.80 0.42 2.32 0.10 
i 

4 15 8.14 1.31 10 5.32 0.71 0.03 8 6.46 0.42 2.42 0.16 

100 1 9 8.47 0.66 7 6.38 0.76 0.05 7 10.36 0.51 4.50 0.20 

2 11 9.80 0.99 7 6.23 0.60 0.05 7 11.15 0.63 4.55 0.20 x 

200 3 12 10.58 1.80 8 6.69 0.96 0.05 7 10.75 0.56 4.52 0.19 

4 11 9.61 1.18 7 6.10 0.74 0.05 7 10.59 0.64 4.44 0.19 

* I average number of outer loop iterations. 

T total cpu times (sec.). 

ST standard deviation of T. 

T1 computing times for the coefficient matrix Q in eq. (5.6). 

T2 computing times for solving eq. (5.6). 

** T1 of the algorithm B was neg1igeb1e. 

The convergence condition, 1 {D(l)_D(zk+l)}ID(zk) 1<£:, £:=10-6 , 

was used. 

15 

14 

15 

14 

29 

29 

28 

29 

33 

33 

34 

37 

43 4J 42 

42 

(2) In every problem, there was no much difference of the solution times 

among cases 1-,4. This means that the algorithm did not depend upon a degree 

of non1inearit.y. 

(3) The avera.ge number of outer loop iterations decreased in the order of 

A, B, C (i.e., I(A»I(B»I(C)). 

(4) T(A»T(C) held for problems (1)-(111), but T(A)<T(C) in problem (IV). 
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It was also seen that the percentage of computing the coefficient matrix Q 

in eq. (5.6) (i.e., Tl(C» rapidly increased as (m,n) increased. For example, 

a large percentage of the solution times (42 %) was consumed for computing 

the Q in case 4 of problem (IV). This tendency will become more pronounced 
t as (m,n) increases. 

(5) In every case except the case that T(B»T(C) for problem (I), T(B) was 

less than T(A) and T(C). The differences, however, were negligeble even when 

T(B»T(C). It is to be expected that this result would be general tendency, 

since (1) solution times of the algorithm A depends strongly on the initial 

solution which is arbitrarily given, (2) the algorithm C consumes its large 

percentage of the solution times for computing matrix Q, and (3) the algori

thm B improves the inadequate parts of the two. 

Considering the above observations, it would appear that the algorithms 

proposed are efficient and stable. Particularly, the algorithm B would be 

efficient for large scale problems. 

7. Conclusion 

An application of Lagrange relaxation method and coordinatewise maximi

zation technique for the HTPQ has been presented. The efficiencies and 

stabilities in the algorithms described in this paper are derived from the 

structure of the APQ studied in [10]. 

The results indicate great promise for the algorithm and commend attempts 

to apply to other problems (the network transportation problems having quad

ratic shipping costs, the transportation-production problems having quad

ratic shipping costs) using this structure. 
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